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Standard Sizes (Width)

600
750
900
1050
1200
1350

Standard Rooflights
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NL301 Pyramid NL304 Circular Dome

NL307 Continuous Barrel Rooflight

NL304A Segmented Dome

1500
1650
1800
1950
2100
2400

Thermoformed from 3mm thick polycarbonate sheet, and available as single, twin
or triple skin units, built to the same exacting standards as the standard rooflight
range. The continuous barrel rooflight is manufactured in 1m modules with the
domed end module being tailor made to suit the remaining length of kerb.

Square
450mm
600mm
750mm
900mm
1000mm
1050mm
1200mm
1500mm
1800mm

Rectangular
600 x 900mm
600 x 1200mm
750 x 900mm

Sizes:
450mm
600mm
750mm
900mm
1050mm
1200mm
1350mm
1500mm
1650mm
1800mm
1950mm
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900 x 1200mm
900 x 1500mm
900 x 1800mm

1200 x 1800mm
1200 x 2400mm

2.400mm Diameter



Standard Rooflights
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NL306 Polycarbonate
Dome

Square
450

600

750

900

Rectangular
600 x 450

600 x 750

600 x 900

600 x 1000

600 x 1050

600 x 1200

600 x 1350

600 x 1500

600 x 1800

600 x 2000

600 x 2400

750 x 900

750 x 1000

750 x 1200

750 x 1350

750 x 1500

750 x 1800

750 x 2100

750 x 2400

900 x 1200

900 x 1500

900 x 1350

900 x 1800

900 x 2100

900 x 2400

1000 x 500

For non standard sizes, we can offer two

solutions, one being our ‘adapter kerb’ which

is manufactured to suit our standard range and

splayed at base to suit existing kerbs. The second

option, and preferred method for difficult

proposi t ions whi ls t  mainta in ing cost

effectiveness, is our 'Bridge mould' which will

allow greater tolerance of fit without the need for

an adaptor kerb.

1000 x 1200

1000 x 1500

1000 x 1800

1000 x 2000

1000 x 2400

1200 x 1350

1200 x 1500

1200 x 1800

1200 x 2400

1500 x 1800

1500 x 2100

1500 x 2400

NL306A Bridging Mould NL309 Hemispherical Dome

All products are available in single, twin or triple skin.
Clear opal, clear pattern or bronze.
See Technical Information for further details.

Sizes:
450mm
600mm
750mm

Fire Resistant:
Technical information or fire testing is available

on request from our suppliers, but is currently

stated as fire resistant to BS 476 PT7 Class 0,

BS476 PT3 Class AA.

Light transmission:
Clear 80%

Clear patterned 75%

Opal 48%

Bronze  50%

Thermal insulation:
Single skin 5.2

Twin skin 2.6

Triple skin 1.9

Impact test report
At the request of Nulite Ltd, BRE. tested various

size samples of domed roof lights with either a

uPvc or steel upstand kerb, sizes ranging from

600 x 600mm up to 1800 x 2700mm in one unit.

The test assesses the fragility of the specimen

roof light when subjected to an impact by a large

soft body as in the standard ACR(m) 001:2000.

Full details of the test report are available on

request.

900mm
1050mm
1200mm

1350mm
1500mm
1650mm

1800mm
1950mm

1500

1650

1800

1950

1000

1050

1200

1350

Square
450

600

750

900

Rectangular
600 x 450

600 x 750

600 x 900

600 x 1000

600 x 1050

600 x 1200

600 x 1350

600 x 1500

600 x 1800

600 x 2000

600 x 2400

750 x 900

750 x 1000

750 x 1200

750 x 1350

750 x 1500

750 x 1800

750 x 2100

750 x 2400

900 x 1200

900 x 1500

900 x 1350

900 x 1800

900 x 2100

900 x 2400

1000 x 500

1000 x 1200

1000 x 1500

1000 x 1800

1000 x 2000

1000 x 2400

1200 x 1350

1200 x 1500

1200 x 1800

1200 x 2400

1500 x 1800

1500 x 2100

1500 x 2400

1500

1650

1800

1950

1000

1050

1200

1350

Technical Information



Ventilation
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NL601 Permanent
Ventilation

NL602 Hit/Miss Ventilation

NL606 Controlled Louver

1

2

3

1. Opening Frame: Fully welded construction, 14
swg, galvanised steel, powder coated white, will
accept polycarbonate or glass.

2. 230volt DC Actuator: with junction box.

3. Base kerb; Fully welded 14swg, galvanised
steel, powder coated white.

Stroke size available:
Standard - 180mm
Options   - 235mm
               - 300mm
               - 500mm
Also none standard to 90 degrees.
If you require a smoke vent unit see NL604A data
sheet.

NL604 Electric Opener NL605 Worm Gear

1. Opening frame: Fully welded construction, 14
swg galvanised steel, white primed finish, will
accept polycarbonate or glass.

2. Worm Gear: Telescopic worm gear mechanism,
effective opening length approx 310mm (500mm
also available.

3. Removable Pin: when access hatch combination
is required.

4. Base kerb: Fully welded 14swg, galvanised
steel, white primed finish, aluminium base kerb
and opening frame also available.

1
2

4

3

Pole &Telescopic crank handles
available: 1-2 Metres - 2-3 metres

For the full range of all our roof lights go to:

www.nulite-ltd.co.uk

All sizes available to suit our rooflight range and
bespoke kerb sizes.



Roof Access
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Specialist Kerbs

NL616 Adaptor Kerb

NL614 Fibre Glass Kerbs

NL619 Roof Ladder Access Hatch

Square
600 x 600
900 x 900
1050 x 1050

Rectangular
600 x 900
600 x 1200
600 x 1800
900 x 750

1050 x 1500
1050 x 1950
1200 x 1500

Circular
600mm
750mm
900mm
1050mm

1650 x 1650
1800 x 1800
2400 x 2400

1200 x 1200
1350 x 1350
1500 x 1500

1200mm
1500mm
1800mm

900 x 1200
900 x 1500
900 x 1800
1000 x 1050

1200 x 1800
1200 x 2400
1800 x 2400

Glazing Options:
Choose from our standard

polycarbonate product range,

alternatively we can provide a

galvanised steel insulated cover,

powder coated to BS Standard.

Points to check prior to advising

us of your requirements: When

placing an enquiry / order please be

sure to note the roof opening size ,

and where possible the width of the

upstand kerb. Also note the distance

from roof level to ground floor, and

ensure that the opening size will allow

sufficient clearance for access.

For non-standard sizes, an adaptor kerb

can be splayed to suit most of our product

range. PVC Adaptor kerbs are a fixed

profile.

Insulated options available



Glass Rooflights
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The S-Line range of standard glass

rooflights are a cost effective and

safe solution for providing light in a

diverse range of buildings from

private housing through to major

commercial construction projects.

They are available in four distinctive

styles; pyramid, ridgelight, pyramid

lantern and ridgelight lantern.

The key benefits of these being:

Lightweight, aluminium weather-

resistant frame.

Frames powder coated in white

(others available).

Heat loss minimised with toughened

outer, 16mm cavity and laminated

lower inner.

Low ‘U’ value as required by Part L.

Standard product is available within

two weeks or confirmed order.

Supply only or supply and fit.

‘Non-fragile, Class B’ rating classified

to ACR[M]001:2005.

Guide Sizes (mm)

Pyramid / Lantern         Ridgelight / Lantern

    1000 x 1000      1000 x 1200

    1200 x 1200      1000 x 1500

    1500 x 1500      1200 x 3000

    1800 x 1800      1500 x 1800

    2000 x 2000      1500 x 2400

     1500 x 3000

                                            1800 x 3000

                                            2000 x 3000
NL621 Monopitch Opener & NL632 Flat Light

Widths - 450 to 2400mm

Lengths - 450 to 1200mm

Alternative sizes can be

manufactured as required.

Standard Sizes (Clear light) :

450 x 450mm 750 x 1050mm

450 x 600mm 900 x 900mm

600 x 600mm 900 x 1050mm

600 x 750mm 900 x 1200mm

750 x 750mm 1200 x 1200mm

750 x 900mm 1200 x 1500mm

Ventilation:

Base kerbs can be adapted to accommodate vent options on all glass rooflights.

NL639 Sliding Rooflight

All units come complete with electrical 24DC (or 240 Volt) motors, control panel,

rain sensor, day to day switch and B/S standard white powder coating.

Specification:

Many types of glass are available from various suppliers in the UK, Nulite are

able to help access the best specification for your needs where characteristics

have to be taken into consideration, such as light transmission, reflectivity,

shading coefficients and where required fire resistance. Glass sizes available:

This depends on the specification, please speak with our Technical Department

for further assistance.
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Smoke Vents

NL607 Roof Access Smoke Vent

NL604A Smoke Vent with Electrical Opener

Smoke vent control panel
& Fireman switch

Base Kerb can be adapted to

accommodate most vent options

from the standard range.

Glazing Options: Thermoformed

rooflights - Single, Twin or Triple

skin applications from our standard

range, 3mm U/V protected outer

skin / 3mm thick inner skin.

Comes with a manufacturers

discolourat ion and impact

resistance guarantee.

24Volt DC Systems:
Nulite can provide vents for the purpose of smoke ventilation, with

magnetic catches, gas springs for automatic release, power open

and close electric actuators for opening vents and automatic opening

vents.

Nulite can provide simple single stairwell opening vent kits,

Nulite can also assist in the planning of wider smoke ventilation

systems through our trading partners.

Suitable for NL607 units Suitable for NL604A units

For further assistance, please

get in contact with our Technical

Department.



Fire Sky Lights
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Succah Rooflights

NL604C 1 Hour Fire Light & NL604D 30 minute Fire Light

Glazing - 25mm think 5 wall u/v protected
clear polycarbonate
Upstand Kerbs and Framework - Galvanised
steel & aluminium
Opening Mechanism - Gas spring actuators
Closing Mechanism - Hand operated pulley
system
Insulation to Metal Kerbs - 20mm polyfoam
board with lane skin galvanized steel
Finish Colour & Specification - White powder
coated finish to BS standards

Insulation (u) Values
· Triple wall polycarbonate: 17
· PVC foam insulation 20mm: 1.7
· 25mm insulation (cost option): 1.7
· Impact test to BS 55 44
· Fire rating compliance to B54 76

Size Options for 1 Hour:
From 600mm x 600mm to 1390mm x
1390mm roof opening size.

Size Options for 30 Minute:
maximum size unit, clear light size 1700mm
x 1700mm

Main Framework:
Manufactured with 14 gauge galvanised steel,
powder coated to suit your requirements.

Fitting
· All Sukkah roof units fitted by our own
experienced and fully trained operatives.

Single with Gutter

Double Monopitch

Double with Gutter

Mini

Single with Gutter

Double Monopitch

Single with Gutter

Double Monopitch

Double with Gutter

Mini

Clear Light

For more information, go to www.succahrooflights.co.uk



PVC Kerbs
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Security Kerbs

Specialist Installations

Space Glazing elements for Canopies, Barrel Vaults & Pitched Glazing are designed, incorporating any primary steel work and detailed to meet the

specific requirements of all our clients by professional engineers, of 30 years experience.

Maintenance & Refurbishment:Existing projects can be surveyed, identifying any inherent and ongoing problems after which we can offer appropriate

solutions.

U/Values
PVC Kerb = 0.35
Felt = 0.06
Roof support = 0.10
Total U/Value = 1.96

R/Value
Additional insulation can be applied to
increase U/Values upto 1.16

NL635 PVC NL610 Anti Burglar Bars

NL618 Safe Light

Benefits:
NuLites new safe light is a simple robust product that is made from impact
resistant materials that allow access without distraction. It is designed so
fabrication can be flexible to suit a wide range of sizes and applications.
Our component details and fixing locations give clear security details.

All profiles comply to
Document “L” requirements



Sun Tunnels
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Fixing and Installation Guides

Fixing the base of the upstand

Place the roof light onto the kerb flat to flange, mark off the position of the

pre drilled holes in the polycarbonate roof light central on the upstand.

Drill holes in the kerb at these positions.

With metal kerbs, clean off the swarf after drilling, otherwise it will cause staining.

Fix the neopream tape to the top of the dry flat flange of the upstand after removing paper to

expose the adhesive face which is fixed down.

Do not stretch the tape or take around corners, but cut and overlap.

Screw down through the plastic sela washer and tape, to form a seal.

Fit the plastic cap over the screw heads to finish.

The standard kerb (metal, PVC or GRP) would fix directly onto the roof deck.

Once positioned in place, drill through the flange at the base of the kerb.

With a metal kerb, clean off the swarf after drilling.

Fix down securly to the roof deck.

Dress the roof finishes up the outside of the kerb to the underside lip.

Fit the roof light as shown.

Rigid System

1. Roof Dome
2. Breather Frame
3. Roof Flashing
4. Upper Rigid Section
5. Adjustable Elbow
6. Rigid Pipe
7. Lower Rigid Section
8. Ceiling Frame
9. Double Glazed Diffuser

Flexi System

1. Roof Dome
2. Breather Frame
3. Roof Flashing
4. Upper Ring
5. Flexi Tube
6. Lower Ring
7. Ceiling Frame
8. Double Glazed
    Diffuser

1. 2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

Commercial Areas

Sky Tunnel Flexi Tube

Sky Rigid Tunnel

343mm 475mm 535mm
(Diameter) (Diameter) (Diameter)

Where?

Where?

En suite Bathroom Living Areas
WC Hallway Large Landings
Walk-in-robe Small Landings Kitchens

2m x 2m 3.5m x 3.5m 5m x 5m

343mm 475mm 535mm
(Diameter) (Diameter) (Diameter)

Bathroom Bathroom
Hallway
Small Landings

Corridors
Offices
Retail Areas

Office
Landing

Corridors

3m x 3m 4.5m x 4.5m 6m x 6m

Please note the tables above are an indication only.

Roof lights fixings to metal, GRP & PVC Kerbs



Technical Information
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Solid Polycarbonate
Various thicknesses and colours of polycarbonate are available for your choice, however in most instances 3mm thick material is used for roof lights in a

single, twin or triple application. The most popular choices of colour are clear, clear patterned, opal or bronze.

Most Polycarbonates come with a manufactures impact and discolouration guarantee of 10 years. Manufacturers certification or warrantee can be shown

if required. Polycarbonate is classed as a none fragile material and is mainly used on roof applications. It is considered to be as much as 200 times stronger

than glass.

Fire Resistant:

Technical information or fire testing is available on request from our suppliers, but is currently stated as fire resistant to BS 476 PT7 Class 0, BS476 PT3

Class AA.

Technical Information:        Clear        Clear Patterned        Opal        Bronze

Light Transmission:              80%                  75%                   48%          50%

Thermal Insulation:        Single skin        Twin skin       Triple skin

(Value w/m2/oc)                     5.2                      2.6                   1.9

Acoustic Properties 3mm polycarbonate:

BS6262 mean sound reduction (Eg. Twin skin 6.29.6 = 31Hz

Application:

Single skin - Is mainly used in exterior or well ventilated areas where condensation is not an issue or where ventilation circulation

will not allow condensation to build up on the inner skin.

Twin skin - Is used in most applications except areas where a very high level of steam and vapour is constantly occurring.

Triple skin - Is mainly used for additional thermal insulation.

Clear - Is mainly used where clients require the maximum clarity, polycarbonate material can give or in instances where observing the sky conditions

are required.

Clear Patterned - This is the most popular application and allows almost the same transparency as clear but gives resistance against direct

glare by diffusing the sun light , allows privacy and security for on lookers and has more resistance to visual marks and scratches, etc. should they 

occur they are hardly noticeable. This type of finish has a very pleasant external appearance and is well received by all of our clients.

Opal - This material is mostly used when solar gain and glare reduction is a main issue, however this material gives a very pleasant light internally 

and whilst light transmission is reduced by as much as 48% visually inside it is seems a lot less.

Service Temperature Range - -40 to 120C % Light Transmission Thermal Insulation K Values

25mm Twinwall 55% 20% 20% 1.75

Glass

Technical information based on square metre

Specification Standards U/Value

Inner Outer Cavity Air Filled Argon Gas filled

6.4mm Laminated ‘K’
6.4mm Laminated ‘K’
6.4mm Laminated ‘K’
6.4mm Laminated ‘K’

4mm Toughened clear

4mm Toughened sandblasted

4mm Toughened active

4mm Toughened obscure 14mm

14mm

14mm

14mm 1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8 1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

Glass Thickness:
Dependant on size of unit and the application for installation.

Document ‘L’:
Specific information is available as our Data Sheet NL500, however a
value of no higher than 2.2 is generally required.

Weight:
The weight can be supplied on application, although the following applies: 6.4mm Laminated inner,
6mm toughened outer = 30 kg per sq meter.

* All glass units are manufactured
  to British Standards.



51 Hutton Close, Crowther Ind. Estate
Washington, Tyne & Wear, NE38 0AH

Tel: 0191 419 1111 Fax: 0191 419 1123

Free Survey on existing projects or new build.

Refurbishment of existing sky lights.

Replacement of fixings & seals.

Water Ingress can be temporarily or totally sealed cost effectively.

Maintenance:
This covers most roof light product ranges, and many more. Please talk to our Technical Department about your specific
requirements, also see our product maintenance section.

Fitting Services:
Most products can be installed by our own operatives. We are able to provide a managed fitting team, with many years of
experience to access your requirements and carry out work with minimum disruption. We are able to provide our own access
equipment if necessary and we can provide associated trades for additional works.

Nulite have over 30 years experience in standard and specialised systems used throughout the UK on all types of glass
& plastic glazing constructions. For many years we have surveyed and identified issues with plastic glazing installations,
offering viable solutions to a wide range of problems.

We are able to guarantee works for agreed periods and offer ongoing maintenance when required to maintain durability.

Restoration (Cost effective solutions):
Where new installations are not required we can provide refurbishment and up-grade. We offer guarantees with a back-up
service that gives durability and peace of mind. We are able to identify your requirements and provide cost effective options
if you have a limited budget.

BEFORE... AFTER...

Leaders in Light


